
 
 

 

DESIGN REVIEW BOARD AGENDA 

NOTICE OF MEETING 

 

Friday, May 17, 2019 at 1:00 p.m.  

Parkdale Room, 2
nd

 floor, City Hall (199 Queen Street) 

 

1. Call to Order 

2. Declaration of Conflicts 

3. Approval of Agenda – Approval of Agenda for Friday, May 17, 2019 

4. Adoption of Minutes - Minutes of Design Review Meeting on Tuesday, April 30, 2019 

5. Business arising from Minutes 

6. Report:  

a. 80 Grafton Street (PID #340265) Greg 

Request to review new design plans to construct a five-storey, mixed-use building 

on the existing parking lot located in the Downtown Mixed-Use Neighbourhood 

(DMUN) Zone. 

 
7. Introduction of New Business 

8. Adjournment  
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PLANNING AND HERITAGE COMMITTEE – DESIGN REVIEW BOARD MINUTES 

TUESDAY, APRIL 30, 2019 12:00PM 

PARDKALE ROOM, CITY HALL    

  

Included Councillor Greg Rivard, Chair  

Deputy Mayor Jason Coady, Vice-Chair 

Councillor Alanna Jankov 

Brian Gillis, RM 

Greg Munn, RM 

Kenneth McInnis, RM  

 

Kris Fournier, RM  

Sharon Larter, RM 

Alex Forbes, PHM  

Greg Morrison, PII 

Todd Saunders, HO 

Ellen Ganga, IA/AA 

Regrets   

 

1. Call to Order  

Councillor Greg Rivard called the meeting to order at 12:04 pm.  

 

2. Declaration of Conflicts 

Councillor Rivard asked if there are any other conflicts and there being none, moved to the 

approval of the agenda. 

 

3. Approval of Agenda 

Moved by Greg Munn, RM, and seconded by Kenneth McInnis, RM, that the agenda for 

Tuesday, April 30, 2019, be approved.  

 CARRIED 

 

4. Adoption of Minutes 

Moved by Councillor Alanna Jankov and seconded by Kenneth McInnis, RM, that the 

minutes of the Thursday, April 18, 2019 meeting, be approved. 

 CARRIED 

 

5. Business arising from Minutes 

There was no business arising from the minutes.  

 

6. 80 Grafton Street (PID #340265) 

This is a design proposal for a five-storey, mixed-use building at 80 Grafton Street (PID 

#340265). The property is located in the Downtown Mixed-Use Neighbourhood (DMUN) Zone. 

Greg Morrison, Planner II, presented the application. 

 

The proposed building’s ground floor will be used as retail, the second floor will be used as 

offices and the upper three floors will contain residential dwelling units. The application for a 

site-specific exemption was approved on November 13, 2018. Bill Chandler, applicant, is present 

to provide more details of the proposed development. The plans presented at the meeting differ 

slightly with the plans included in the package and will be presented by Mr. Chandler as well. 

 

Bill Chandler described the materials to be used for the outside of the building, allowing it to 

portray the look and feel of traditional buildings along the downtown area. Mr. Chandler also 
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discussed the different dimensions and materials for the rest of the building. Details of the 

proposal are outlined in the attached report.  

 

Councilor Rivard noted that the reports were just provided on the day of the meeting so the 

Board may not have had enough time to digest all the details of the application. Staff also just 

received the design review report the day prior the meeting. 

 

Greg Munn, RM, commented that the guidelines when doing an infill building is not to try to 

recreate or give a false sense of history and this design makes it look like it is trying to be an 

older building. It is trying to give a false sense of history and a significant change or difference 

in material between lower and upper portion. It then looks like an older building that has two 

floors added instead of a single construction. The intent is not to put a false sense of history in 

newer buildings. Mr. Munn understands that the applicants are trying to work on the materials 

and the massing which are good things, but it may be going too far in terms of making it too 

historic. Mr. Chandler responded that it is not intended to fake heritage. But there is pressure 

from the owners to make it look contemporary. Brian Gillis, RM, asked if you are directed by the 

investor to build this style and Mr. Chandler confirmed to some extent.  

  

Councillor Rivard clarified if staff’s recommendation is to reject this application as presented or 

because of the time allowed for staff to review. Alex Forbes, PHM, commented that the 

reviewers have concerns on the design which was indicated in the report. Also, the reports were 

sent just on the day of the meeting. Staff feels that there are outstanding questions or concerns at 

this time. Staff would like to confirm with the applicant if he wants to revisit the design a little 

bit more and consider the comments from the design reviewer. Mr. Forbes also noted that it is 

not the intent of the design reviewers to redesign the building but to provide comments and 

directions to meet the design reviewer and the applicant’s objective as a whole. Councillor 

Rivard asked Mr. Chandler if there is a timeframe for this application and if this application can 

be deferred until Staff is able to further work with the applicants or clients on the comments. Mr. 

Chandler responded that they are looking to get a permit in May. They are hoping to dig the 

foundation during the Spring. Mr. Chandler also confirmed that if the design is not approved at 

this point, the size and shape doesn’t change. Putting in the foundation would allow them a 

month or two to work on this as the elevation or design is being fine-tuned.  

 

Councillor Rivard commented that there are concerns identified by staff and the recommendation 

is to reject the application. However, there may be an opportunity to defer and then just have a 

special meeting if needed in order to be able to work with staff to look at the concerns. Mr. 

Chandler asked what the concerns of staff were and Mr. Forbes responded that Mr. Chandler is 

correct with the volume of the building but the concerns are more on the design of the building. 

The design review process is to allow the applicants to make adjustments based on the design 

reviewers comments and in the end, be able to continue to work with the applicants to achieve a 

desirable output. When the decision is to reject, it is not to reject the project but to reject the 

proposal in order to be able to work with the applicants to refine the project.  

 

Mr. Munn asked if it is possible to determine a date in the future to review this application and 

Mr. Forbes confirmed that it is possible and would like to ask the board if there are any direction 
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for staff considering that the reports were finalized on the day of the meeting, not giving the 

board enough time to go over the report in detail.  

 

Brian Gillis, RM, commented that he agrees with staff’s recommendation but empathizes with 

Mr. Chandler because he also needs to work with the requirements of his client. Mr. Gillis also 

noted that rejecting this application, it also indicates that it is not their taste but what’s good for 

the community. Mr. Gillis also commented that if this application was rejected, there might be a 

faster turnaround. Mr. Forbes also added that the applicants have gone through several approvals 

already and at this point, the rejection is only for the design of the building. The volume and 

mass have all been determined. Councillor Rivard clarified that if this is rejected, the applicants 

may come back with a new design and Mr. Forbes confirmed that they could.  

 

Aaron Stavert, design reviewer for this application, added that he would like to hear comments 

or feedback from the design committee based on his comments to the design. Mr. Stavert noted 

that he has no issue with contrast between the lower and upper portion of the building. The 

comments were more on the approach where the applicants wanted to have a more historic 

building but then the details need to be as close to the authentic as possible. Mr. Stavert doesn’t 

feel that the current design is. Mr. Gillis commented that he agrees with Mr. Stavert’s comments 

about the property trying to be something that is not.  

 

Councillor Rivard asked for comments or questions; there being none, the following resolution 

was put forward: 

 

Moved by Brian Gillis, RM and seconded by Ken McInnis, RM, that the submitted 

building design of the proposed five-storey mixed-use development at 80 Grafton Street 

(PID #340265), be rejected. 

CARRIED  

(6-1) 

 

7. Vacant lot between Founders Hall and 4 Prince Street (PID #841536) 

This is a proposed design for a multi-unit building on a vacant lot between Founders Hall and 4 

Prince Street (PID #841536). The property is located in the Waterfront (WF) Zone. Aaron 

Stavert, representative for the applicant, presented the application.  

 

Mr. Stavert noted that it is the narrow lot between the Founders Hall and the property at 4 Prince 

Street. It is a visible site from Water Street and from the Boardwalk. Mr. Stavert also mentioned 

that there are several easements along the property constricting the development of the property. 

The proposal is for a seven storey building. 60% of the first floor will be the Hotel Lobby, which 

will be filled with games, social spaces and eating spaces. The rear portion of the first floor will 

be commercial spaces. There will be 24 units per floor for the second to the fifth floor. The sixth 

and seventh floor will have larger units. Additional details are in the report. 

 

Alex Forbes commented that Fellows & Company Limited are the reviewers for this application 

based on the review, they seem to like the design and in this case, staff is supporting the 

application. 
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Greg Munn, commented that there is a difference from the previous application. This application 

is taking the scale and material at a different level. It is looking forward and contemporary. Mr. 

Munn likes the idea of the types of materials that will be used and it speaks well of the site and 

feels that the design is appropriate. Mr. Munn also asked if there are any feedback on the height 

of the building. Mr. Forbes responded that the height is as of right and that this does not have to 

go to the public. Mr. Stavert also acknowledged the design review process. It helps the applicants 

to be able to refine the application based on comments or feedback to make the development 

even better. Mr. Forbes commented that design reviewers spend a lot of time looking at 

applications in order to really determine the most appropriate designs for the property.  

 

Mr. Munn commented that this development has more success considering the combination of 

design of the lower and upper portion of the property. The design is very cohesive. 

 

Councillor Rivard asked for comments or questions; there being none, the following resolution 

was put forward: 

 

Moved by Greg Munn, RM and seconded by Brian Gillis, RM, that the proposed site and 

building façade plans for the proposed seven (7) storey, multi-use building consisting of 

ninety-six (96) hotel rooms, twelve (12) condo units and approximately 4000 sq.ft. of office 

space at 4A Prince Street (PID #841536), be approved. 

CARRIED  

(7-0) 

 

The meeting was adjourned at 12:45 PM. 

 

 

     

Councillor Greg Rivard 


























































































